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Thanks for downloading a 3 CR podcast. 3 CR is an independent community radio 

station based in Melbourne Australia; we need your financial support to keep going. Go 

to www.3cr.org dot.au for more information and to donate online. Now, stay tuned for 

your 3 CR podcast. 

 

Panoply, panorama, panpipe pansy, aha pansexual. Knowing no boundaries of sex or 

gender; sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for Out of the Pan. All 

those gender questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual 

polyamorous or beyond will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the 

answers for you. So go on push that gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 

3 CR dot org Dot au 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot a u and 3 CR on demand Out of the Pan 

with Sally first broadcasting noon, through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your 

company. 3 CR broadcasts from the lands of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation 

and we pay respect to Elder's past present and emerging hello to any Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait. Islander people tuning in and we acknowledge that all the lands were 

stolen and never ceded and that reconciliation is very much an ongoing process. I'm 

your host of out of the pan or show covering pansexual issues. I'm Sally Goldner. I use 

the pronouns she and her and we opened up today with Mia Dyson and roll me out. 

Yep, they've done that. They've rolled me out for another hour until 1:00, seriously, 

covering a whole gaggle of news from the pan. There's a lot to cover, indeed, and if you 

want to get in touch with the show to discuss issues alright perhaps, raise some 

queries, we like doing that on the show, out of the pan 855, at gmail.com, you can SMS 

six, one, four, five, six, seven, five 1215. You can tweet at sal gold said so and that's the 

bottom line. And look for posts on Facebook on my page, Sally Goldner and out of the 

pan 3 CR 855 am Melbourne, remember, any opinions are expressed on this program 

are strictly my own and not, those of any organization with which I have been 

Associated part in the past, or may still be Associated. If you want to hit the old snail 

mail, get it in now before Christmas, maybe seriously, you can do that on PO Box 1277 

Collingwood 3066, don't think they'll be anything coming up today that could  

prompt any content notes but remember the great team at Q life including switchboard 

in Victoria and Tasmania are always there on 1 800 1845 274 Family Violence issues. 



One eight hundred five for 2847 and rainbow door. One eight hundred seven to nine 

three. Six seven, not a case of that number again. No, you don't get a set of Cutlery or 

anything like that. Well on the show today sort of it's going to be very much 

 

Such a pan or potpourri, or a pan Pari, or something like that, because I went to the 

launch of the midsummer Festival on Wednesday night. So and have my program. I'm 

an old-fashioned one. Who likes to sit there with a highlighter and sort of go. Yeah, like 

to go to that. Maybe that something like that. So I'm just going to do a random flip 

through of the program are just was having a look before I came on air. It's huge in 

those Immortal words. 

 

Lots of diverse events and a great opening, but we'll update on political and social 

issues, of course, as affecting our communities directly or in and, or indirectly 

particularly, and, or cause we don't like wineries as well. So, yes, been tuned in for the 

show today. For lots of discussion today, and also, I had a great fun last week weekend, 

Sunday afternoon at the Bob. 

 

Down 25th anniversary of Jay-Z concert Jazzy, his fabulous album from 25 years ago 

and in the words of the wwn of the you WWE Universe, you still got it. And I had my 

picture photographed with a famous International variety. Artistes being Bob down. So 

well there's a it's not quite a tick off, The Bucket List Bob Dan used to pick people, out of 

the audience to do, do out on islands of this in the Stream and I've ever done it yet. 

 

We can still hope music of both currents country and western, I'm bisexual. I don't want 

to have to choose. Seriously, I went along. I do have to say, I went along because and 

I'll come to this in a second because I had a relevant part relevant interest in the 

midsummer festival and great to see these, when you a great range of diverse people 

on the cover and then you go to Second the second page and a 

 

Great advertisement. From drumming street services and queer space. Trans women 

are amazing. Keep fighting, we stand with you. That's what we need. Thank you 

drumming Street for all that you do as part of our communities. And then saying, what 

they do, we then get through the various acknowledgements from sponsors and city of 

Melbourne, and the Victorian government the board, but the launch itself before we dive 

into the programme, 



 

Wow, some great entertainment and really thought-provoking not just sort of Soft Stuff 

either by any means. And this is what got me a great opening and sort of performance 

and then to awesome aboriginals because Kitty obsidian who was absolutely. Now, I 

sort of call call it as you see it and then a fantastic, welcome to country as well, which 

was also on the 

 

A button and it set the tone for the night. That this really does seem like a diverse 

Festival, which a community's needs diversity. Sometimes, if I was wanting to be 

cynical, sometimes there are people in our community thinks, oh diversity means gay 

men in both puran and South yarra know that's a bit cynical. But this really set the tone 

and I think Midsummer is really doing its best to be more diverse in its events as we'll 

sort of see as we flip through the program today. 

 

Really excellent. So as we sort of flip through Page seven, there's the fabulous, Dolly 

diamond, and Tash York part, Ted Talk and delusion. This award-winning Cabaret duo 

will show why we all deserve attention, but they deserve it more. So a bit of fun there. 

We've got sort of lots of events coming through the beat the big ones. Midsummer 

Carnival Sunday, January 22nd in. It's largely 

 

Settled home except for when I think the Commonwealth Games were on we had to 

move somewhere else but back at Alexandra Gardens her, a which I always think is the 

favorite place in terms of them ducking down by the river. If it's a bit warm and getting 

any the proverbial Cool Breeze a full day from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. so Die. Rise some 

day, 22nd of January for that big one Pride. March of course, one of the other big ones, 

two weeks later on Sunday February 

 

Read the fifth down in st. Kilda and following on at the kotani gardens. And then one of 

Interest, here is the following Sunday on the 12th of February is Victoria's Pride. A 

festival in Smith and Gertrude streets and just slipping it in. Now 3 CR will be 

broadcasting from that event, a special broadcast. So out of the pan has its last new 

show. 

 

The Year this year on the 18th of December. And then that special broadcast, I'll be 

back and then probably not for a couple of weeks afterwards, because after the 



weekend after that, I have remembered is the Better Together conference in Adelaide. 

And whether I can get a flight back in time for the show, don't still working that one out. 

But so lots of things happening as low as part of need. Some of these three big events 

and I think it's great that 3 CR which has been broadcasting, queer content since 1976 

and is 

 

Literally M, from one of the entrances to the pride area, in Gertrude and Smith streets is 

going to be part of this this year, and putting our queer perspectives on things. So very, 

very welcome. There will be some Community stalls nearby and all sorts of things. So 

really good to see that and then we have the safer spaces program which is also 

welcome and well I declare all possible. 

 

Will interest, and it's a bit of a mention here of the future is by plus so block out, your 

Diaries weather with pain or electronic means for the evening of the 24th of January, 

from 7:30 in person and online, it will be a hybrid. And what we're aiming to do here is 

sort of see if we can get more specific and we'll say Express by plus involvement in mid-

summer. 

 

I'm sure there's lots of people in lots of events who are by, plus no question there. But 

there just doesn't seem to be a lot of by plus stuff that specific and so we all self and 

other by align myself, I beg your pardon and other bylines committee members have 

sort of pulled together this forum which is and it is a hybrid. Unfortunately, one of the ad 

says it's only online says that we 

 

Want to discuss how we can get more by plus involvement in mid-summer. It's a joint 

effort with Midsummer to do this. So we're really looking to, you know, have more bees 

buzzing in, so dire eyes that one. So lots of Midsummer things going on and it's really 

good to see that sword of diversity, and we'll have more of it throughout the show as we 

talk about it, and you can pick up your programs of course at has and hyenas at the 

pride Center. No doubt here, hold down in Fitzroy and 

 

The places. And as well as having my own copies, there were lots of them here at 3 CR 

today so make sure you check them out in the meantime. However, we've got some 

brand-new music, got this one. A few months ago, I was hoping to get this person on for 

an interview but and then it fell through. So we're really going to verse here today, with 



some queer country music from Australia. From Australia, from Adelaide based 

performers, Sweeney here is 

 

A track called which I totally agree with the sentiment it's called queerness is a virtue 3. 

CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a you and 3 CR on demand out of the pan 

with Sally. 

 

Did you miss 3? CR was broadcast of the inaugural historic. First trans Pride, March, 

Melbourne, on Sunday, 13, November, perhaps. You want to break a binary and listen o 

it again. Well, either way you can it's now available for listing at 3 CR, dot org, dot a. 

You trans Pride March Melbourne, 

 

20 in the historic occasion and support our trans and gender diverse communities here 

in nam. 3, CR radical radio, proudly supporting trans, and gender diverse people. As 

part of diversity in nam 3, CR dot org. Dot 8U, trans Pride March Melbourne, being the 

need the number beam in even know me. 

 

Me. 

 

Hi. I'm Sophie from Bryn. Mawr College basis of the tangents. Stay tuned to 3 CR 

Community radio supporting young local artists 855 on your a.m. dial digital and online 

at 3 CR dot org, dot you 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand. However you are 

listening. Thanks for tuning in to out of the pan, welcome to listeners of all genders 

including but not limited to ladies and gentlemen and it is really good to have you with 

me on this. Well summer Sunday, it has calendar-wise and climate-wise arrived. A very 

nice day outside indeed 

 

And yes, once again to mention their of the trans Pride March recording, what a great 

event, that was great, 3, CR broadcast. And as I said, 3 CR brought doing another 

outside broadcast on February the 12th from the midsummer Street party, but lots of 

great events in the as part of the MIT summer program. In particular their program, a 

safer space. There's aren't he on the 11th of February? The Fringe Commons room, a 

 



Is a Fierce and Fabulous. First Nations queer party is just one. There's the body is more 

than this, and it's an exhibition that breeds breathe gender fluidity and bodily autonomy 

into the immigration Museum. We've got cheers quiz, which is stand-up comedy at the 

pride Center and I see the picture of Kirstie webcam webcam. They're amongst others, 

and, and a pipe of Scott. 

 

So there's a couple just to name, a couple, we've got a panel discussion, the future of 

queer Arts is really important. One of my favorites, we've got a musical story time. 

Introducing Teddy on Melbourne, the 24 on the 24th of January at the Melbourne recital 

Center down at South Bank and so it's an interactive concert format of the book 

performed by the musicians of Orchestra. 

 

With pre-show teddy bear, picnic, did it did the deter and all that sort of thing, fabulous, 

trans persons emmonak astrakhan and Carla zimba 27th and 28th of January also at 

the recital Center. And so that's going to be a Sonic experience of uncommon in depth. 

As it says here, we've got spill the tea, which is a community event at the pride Center. 

Another 

 

Trans one transman splaining on the 25th and 26th of January at the pride Center, 

which is as it says here, the experiences have been a self-described. Short balding, 

bearded gay trans, man. Well, everyone's labels are their own. And if you, if you feel 

good about them and I in them, that's your goal. Seriously, that sounds really really 

good. In terms of diverse culture, we've got home of phonic with classical chamber 

music written by rainbow composers on. 

 

47th and 9th of January. So lots of stuff. And then the fabulous, Sarah Warden, friends 

putting on. The rain is part of fat fruit, putting on the rainbow tree up in Bendigo and this 

is something that's really good to notice is we are spreading out. There's a great 

Regional spread of events this year as well as a larger part of Metropolitan Melbourne. 

It's not just the proverbial inner suburbs and I think that's really, really welcome. And 

hopefully my home patch of Manningham can get 

 

Into the swing of things. Next, not this coming Midsummer in 2023, but in 2024, watch 

this space is all. I'll say there's a queer player play writing award showcase. So this just 

mountains of events and we're only at this point. Looking at the numbers here. We're 



about a quarter of the way through the program just pulling out a few at random. So this 

is really great to see great diverse range of communities, various art forms. 

 

Like hyphens. It's really, really welcome to see these events and we need these things 

as part of our community on the more newsy front. If I can put it that way, you know, 

we've not a lot to report from last week on the state election. Still only a very small as I 

put it last week shift, in terms of the combined, LP / green seats. 

 

In the lower house, only a net decrease of about three to put in its put together and I 

think that's really worth noting and still no real confirm news on the upper house. You 

can look at it one day and it says something and then it seems to be completely 

different. If you go to the Victorian electoral commission or the ABC election results 

website, it just sort of seems to be shuffling around a bit. So I don't think we can really 

make any 

 

Since There Yet in terms of the overall sort of composition it's really well in the words of 

Bob down high flingers, it's swinging back and forth. Probably a slightly bigger 

crossbench and interesting Mix-A-Lot look like legalize. Cannabis Victoria has gone 

from zero to three seats, according to as it looks at the moment. But as I say whether 

that's going to be sustainable or not, don't know. 

 

Another picking out one item. There, Fiona patterns reason, party looks to have lost its 

seat, but I remember that was the case last time. And then when it came down to the 

final crunch, Fiona got back in. So whether that will happen. Again, we don't know. So 

as I say really, really sort of unclear there in terms of what's going to happen and you 

know, sort of where it's all going to end up and sort of keeps going back and forth. 

 

I mean, it's the, for example, the transport matters party person robbed Rod Barton is 

there, and then, he's not. And so yes, we'll keep speculating on that. And once we have 

a full of lots of naturally, let you know before the end of the year and will hopefully be all 

locked in. So, lots happening. Sort of on that front. Let's have some more music. 

 

And this one is a track from the Eagles, which will dedicate to, you know, tongue-in-

cheek to well a lot of more conservative political types, interesting to see, Peter Dutton 

planning to get the Liberal Party back into office, somehow within a term sort of, well 



possibly, I suppose they could be a minority government but given their loss of seats to 

the teals there. 

 

Not likely to get a majority government, but as fabulous Qui commentator and blogger 

alasdair. Lori pointed out Dutton actually put what we would consider transphobic 

remarks into his budget reply speech. So so much for tolerance and respect, I don't 

think so. So anyway, let's have a listen to this track from the Eagles Long Road out of 

Eden album, Don Henley at his songwriting. 

 

Best a frail grasp of the big picture 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot are you 

and 3 CR and demand out of the pan with Sally? 

 

We were in the shape with me. 

 

And we prayed you, I love who we know is American pains from on high. He speaks to 

us through middlemen, and he Shepherds just like, sing out and weep 

 

His name. He supports doesn't want. He presides over football games. 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with 

Sally first broadcasting known through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your 

company. We just heard from the Eagles from the long road out of Eden album and 

track called frail grasp at the big picture. Hmm so many comments we could make their 

and but have a listen 

 

You had a listen to the lyrics there. I think they would have come through, pretty clearly 

what we were on about. So and that's a Don Henley and Glenn Frey joint songwriting 

effort, okay? Back to the mid summer program in a second, but do want to comment on 

something and I will do a Content note here. This is obviously something that needs to 

be talked about in the context of events this week. So content night. 

 

Incheon of well discussion of sexual assault and mention of one alleged sexual assault. 

Once again, then the numbers for switch Q life including switchboard, for example, 1-

800 1845 274 Family, Violence issues for queer people. One eight hundred five for 



2847. There's obviously a situation that emerged during the week was the Brittany 

Higgins. 

 

Has dropped her, the prosecution have dropped the charge, the chart, the situation 

regarding going to back to trial after the well, sort of inconclusive ending of the first trial 

after Durham is brought in wrong evidence and first things first, all the best wishes to 

Brittany Higgins for the fullest possible recovery. 

 

In such a difficult situation, sort of, we all in when we have difficult things, we often ask 

for things like affirmation and closure and this obviously does not give it to Brittany. And 

I do hope that she's able to make a full recovery and come back to a full productive, 

happy healthy ground at life. But certainly this will for the moment is not helping it. But 

 

Much sort of, you know, sort of commentary on this and the comments of the 

prosecutor. This is one of the worst sort of things he'd seen in 20 years, in terms of the 

media circus and other things is really, really sad. So Brittany, Higgins, has made a 

comment on the impact the legal system has on people who come forward with sexual 

assault allegations and 

 

And she's posted on Instagram saying, this is the reality of how complaints in sexual 

assault cases are treated. Their lives are torn apart their families and friends called the 

witness stand and the accused has the legal right to say absolutely nothing. Quote 

unquote, she said, the criminal justice system failed to deliver outcomes and 16% of 

offenses, reported even resulted in a charge half of that 16% there, for eight percent of 

the 

 

Sorted result in a conviction and then goes on to say quote that is to our national 

shame. I want to thank other women who came forward and share their own 

experiences. I believe you, you are with me every day. I walked into that courtroom and 

faced him and quote. And that's the statement that Higgins gave when the trial was 

aborted as it says here. Although I'm a little bit reluctant sometimes to use that word. So 

it is a really horrible thing is. It's a first 

 

Foremost for Brittany. It does not send a for lack of better words. Good look to victims of 

sexual assault. We can only hope something is learnt from this, and I just think that 



there's obviously, I mean, hardly rocket science. There's problems with the system that 

insists on doing it in a sort of All or Nothing. Why guilty or not guilty, surely there's some 

way that something could be worked out that even if something wasn't sexual assault, 

that it could be recognized that 

 

I'm really being very general here to be very careful. There's someone, you know 

recognizing that such there has been damage to the person who has been on the 

alleged receiving end of these things but it seems like it's got to be All or Nothing. In all 

these cases Amber Heard and Johnny Depp and I just think it's not right? It's this 

adversarial competitive approach which one might argue is a very masculine approach 

rather than a sort of win-win feminine approach. If I could use such words that I 

 

A real problem in these sorts of cases in Family Violence and so many other similar 

things to you know to some extent things like discrimination workplace harassment 

vilification. It just seems like it's it's to one way on so many levels and there's got to be a 

better answer and a better process, it does seem that there's some steps towards 

having processes that are more trauma-informed. Which 

 

Is something that's much needed, but obviously, a long way to go. Also in the last week 

we'll to the respect at work reports been released which shows huge levels of sexual 

harassment for women generally. But also the lgbtqia+ communities with a very high 

rate of harassment for people of intersex experience which want to look into that and 

maybe have a chat with people from intersex communities because I think that seems, 

you know, sort of 

 

It's surprising in one sense, it's a surprising. Why would intersex people face a greater 

degree? But on the other hand, anyone from a minority group, so to speak can face 

that. And whether the sexual harassment is sort of about being asked to reveal things 

about bodies, we don't know, client know. So as I say all the best to Brittany Higgins, I 

think you're awesome. One of my will say public if I can call it highlights from public life 

in the air. 

 

Was the national Press Club address in February, February by Brittany Higgins. And 

Grace time. I think they're amazing. Just love to meet them. If they consented, give 

them a hug. I just think they're incredible. So, keep hanging in there and you've got lots 



of decent Australians of all genders sex characteristics and sex is right with you there. 

Brittany. So, without dismissing that let's have another look at some of the things. 

 

Things were coming up in mid-summer as I said, great to see lots of stuff in the west 

and there's a huge range of venues the Bowery Theater, which I believe is in Saint 

Albans. You've got the Blue Stone Church Art Space in footscray. You've got our toner 

Civic Center footscray Community Arts Center, Kelly Park the Park Lounge down in 

Windham, which is becoming a bit of a tradition in the west / Southwest and have the 

honor of presenting on a panel there. One day. 

 

We've got the pride pool party in sunshine at the sunshine Leisure Centre and fabulous. 

Aboriginal artists Pete away. People's Crow is doing something at the substation as 

opposed to the Dom station or the switch station. That's a key. And in King joke for you. 

So lots of things happening. It's just, it's really good to see. There's a queer sketch 

show, am I doing this right? That's on at The Improv conspiracy in Melbourne for 

 

Nights. What else have we got amplify on the 23rd day, Mars was in Gemini and 

updates. In planetary motion. What else have we got coming on here with? We've got 

an evening with Brenda cream. Musical, Excellence singing, laughs and buffoonery, 

starring Brenda, I'm not sure of the pronunciation. You Brent, Brenda breastfeed, or 

Brenda breast Brent. 

 

Yeah. Okay, I got the pronunciation. Think live radio, people of all genders that's on at 

the clock tower center in moonee ponds. So quite Westward of Northwest dish. Cheers 

quiz is some queer comedy, which always? Of course, interests me as a one-time 

comic that's down at the pride Center 27th to the ninth. We've got the top off the 

ultimate 80s movie. Soundtrack experience. 

 

Dana carry fabulous. I'm queer contributors at the piano bar Northcutt, and that will be a 

combination of camporee, comedy, and Cabaret, sithi. That's on three different nights. 

26, Jan, 29, and fehb. And, as I say Northcote, we've got the motley Bauhaus doing 

good stuff with a cabaret stage. It's just so much stuff here. First name 

 

A Shinto drag festival at pride of our footscray community bar. That's on the 3rd of 

February. So it's really good to see a whole range of intersectional events happening. 



What else have we got all, here's one for the traditional traditional sin. Our community 

Duty Australia, 1964 relived, the duty gardaland concert tour of Australia at the National 

Theater and secure. 

 

3 knots 11:50 February and then page 38, as I described here at an event yesterday 

and she describes herself this way. So I can use the labels that someone uses the 

fabulous, Julie Peters, who is she described herself? The Fairy Godmother of victorians. 

Fairy grandmother of victorians chance to community, Julie, Peters is mutton, mutton is 

the new lamb. Julie goes through her photo archives and chats with people she met and 

never did Macbeth switches her younger self teachers movies. 

 

Stars friends to wonder why we have gender Trans in the sausage Sizzle, and it's a 

reprise of a 1998 Fringe Festival, award winning hit show, I dream. Therefore I am, 

that's the 3rd to the 5th of February at the fabulous hair. Hold down in Johnson Street, 

Fitzroy, go, Julie and although your success for that. All right. Let's have some more 

music and well where Jean reverse today? Shock horror probe aren't you? Sally. He's 

going to play some rap. Never thought you'd hear it but I got an email. 

 

A couple of weeks ago and was hoping to gain to try to get this artist on, but hasn't quite 

worked out yet, it was only the ninth of August the 9th of November whoops-a-daisy and 

I apologize. If I've gotten in pronunciation on here. Sim sigh, my or semi Sue. Who is a 

queer, non-binary rapper, and producer from Nam and dropped an album during 

November. And so, let's really be musically, diverse here, and we'll go with the track. 

 

From the album called, please keep this between me and you he he this track is called 

snake pit 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a you and 3 CR on demand out of 

the out of the pan with Sally. 

 

Proud black man. Strong Spirit. First Nation issues, families, people and storage from 

the First Nations perspective, Mondays at 1 p.m. on 3, CR. 

 

Brown black men, you should not Wonder. 

 

When disaster hits a group of islands, scattered around the ocean like Toma. It is 

evident how the responses and actions can be difficult for these multitude of beings, 



have no idea what to do plus, no equipment or tools to work with. And the impact will 

show on everything physically, mentally financially and people due to being uninformed 

and unequipped. 

 

So maybe this is this is a question for the tongue in government. How can you manage 

situation like this better in the future? 

 

Subscribe to 3 CR. Informed articulate and alternative go to 3 CR dot. Org.uk forward 

slash subscribe or call the Station on 0 3, 9 4 1983, double seven 

 

That is US 3. CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of 

the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon, through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks 

will most Sunday afternoons around 44 per year come because we're heading towards 

the holiday season. And so that means of course, I'll be slacking off after the 18th 

 

Of December being the last live out of the pan for the year. There will be some repeats 

some summer specials, and then back with a live brought special broadcast of the 

queer straight party on the 13th of February, just kicking on with things that are coming 

up. And, of course, freedom of species is up within about seven minutes from the time 

of me saying this, and they've got a show on today about horror movies and animal 

rights and know. 

 

Horror movie. It's the 6:30 news but horror movies as those sorts of things as well. So 

that's at 1 p.m. Australian eastern, daylight savings time and all the other means of 

listening and time zones for the boulder meeting for by plus people who are 40 and over 

2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Australian eastern daylight savings time. So you get to grab another 

coffee. If you've been listening to the show, 

 

Finish listening to the show, have an hour's break and then beyond the Zooms for 

Boulder at around the world. And we have had people from around the world. We have 

a regular person from Toronto. We've had people from London and Boston and all sorts 

of places and they'll be a special December 25th Boulder as well for in the afternoon. 

So, be very bold the by + + 40. Thanks Riley for all that you do for the, by plus 

communities keeping us together. 

 



And looking forward to that this afternoon, I've got to figure out a place where I can be in 

the shade and all the rest of it will work it out. So, yeah, that's coming up as well and 

more. Midsummer stuff got to mention it as a former comic, a couple of Comedy events, 

one of our past guests on the show. Lucy best is presenting, queer comedy at the 

Bowery theater in Saint Albans, on the 9th of February, at 7:00. And some more 

comedy, I notice below that on page, 40, 

 

If the guide, the comedy Republic in Melbourne on the 28th of January, so great to see 

queer Comics out there. Gosh, there's just so many things. There's a, midsummer 

Extravaganza on the 21st. The night before Carnival say, better get the coffee out for 

that one. We've got, as I mentioned Park Lounge on the 4th of February at Kelly Park, 

you've got piano bar at the pride Center is a queer comp more quick comedy. There's a 

queer. 

 

July. I mean Gala. Sorry Dad, I'll pay copyright to you. Daryl Summers, I promise that's 

on the 2nd of February at footscray Arts Center. We've got a quick play writing award 

show case there's other comedies while I'm just picking things at random the queer 

Geeks of Oz when coming out as a geek is harder than coming out as queer. So that's 

an 

 

In try to create with that, there's been all sorts of Geeks, not just it Geeks Thrive queer, 

voices out and louder. An original work of verbatim theater at Bluestone artspace, 

Transcendence is on at the butterfly Club on the, from the 23rd to the 28th of January, 

which is about young trans, people transman splaining again, 25th and 26th of January, 

and we've got some women's event women of salt. 

 

Gasps Works Art Park, and we've got women of comedy at private footscray 

Community bar. So, a couple of great events there, but the Bowie ball and that's at the 

night cat in Fitzroy, Melbourne's out, annual celebration of David Bowie. Well, get out 

your fancy dress there. That sounds like a winner is, as I said, sir Monica Castro come 

on, on the 27th of, and 

 

Date of January, lots of Visual Arts. I'm colors of the rainbow in a diverse community in 

Altona. It's just, it's really awesome to see and it does feel like the community is facing 

out in a very important one. I fabulous, contributor, Peter, wearables Crow, the 



substation Newport from the 22nd of January, the 12th of February, Queer on Country, 

which is awesome as well. And there was one other one that I did want to give a 

mention to. If I can find it, there's lots of kids stuff with free. 

 

Hats and introducing, Teddy is minus 18 and Night at the Museum, but there was just 

one other one that I wanted to give a quick mention to, we've got stuff in maryborough 

Pride Festival. Maryborough on the 28th of January. Again, the future is by on the 24th 

of January, transgender verse clothes, swap at the pride Center, but put together by 

trans and gender diverse, Ballarat, trans, and gender diverse group. 

 

And there was I noticed, somewhere a karaoke event, the name of lost a tile. Dear is 

that, is that good? Is that bad Blue Stone Church? Art Space is also holding some 

readings from nothing to hide the fabulous book, that was launched this year, and 

there's an All-Star drag Bingo party. Aren't you as I mentioned for indigenous? Queer 

the girls at sea boat party. Oh, here it is. 

 

We're II key. Get out your best voice Fringe. Common rooms in Carlton led by the 

incomparable Bay. Marie query. Okie is a rambunctious late-night karaoke dance. Party 

celebrating music's biggest queer names and sing your heart out to an evening of music 

by divas of every variety of. So not sure if people get to sing or not I do miss the 

karaoke that used to happen at the end of Pride March. So just mountains of things. It is 

really really welcome Sunday, Licious. If you're the partying type at the provincial Hotel. 

 

Hell yeah, mountains of stuff sporty stuff and well done to the midsummer Pathways 

Artist as well. Oh my goodness, it's 12:58. I've rambled over better get out of here and 

make way for freedom of species take it out with a bit of music today. From Crowded 

House. When You Come thanks for tuning in to out of the pan. I'm Sally Goldner, catch 

you next week. 

 

 


